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sociopath world are co dependents and sociopaths a - so asks a reader just wanted to let you know i really enjoy
reading your blog i have been researching sociopaths for personal reasons over the past couple years and always wanted
to hear more about the way sociopaths think behave react etc so i have been visiting everyday in order to gain more
knowledge, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you
feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together
words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and
gorilldebeest, intp vs intj 5 ways to truly tell them apart type - accuracy is a decision making function technically called a
judging function and works by creating a framework and then sifting through all the data within that framework scanning for
incongruities and inconsistencies, top 30 favorite films 10 1 cinemassacre productions - please pleaseee change your
video support site every second video doesn t work on spike so i end up watching commercials all the time, mount hart
gibb river road the kimberley wa - mount hart this is the story of our battle which went public on the 6th december 2010
for those of you who are returning to this page to see how we are going click here gidday, top 10 effects of porn on your
brain your marriage and - the effects of porn are devastating pornography is ravaging marriages in our culture porn is
treated as if it s harmless but it s not porn will wreck the arousal process in your brain and end up wrecking your sex life in
marriage, am i being used recognising when you re being taken for a - little star it has taken me six years to get to this
place after being used for sex being asked to be a friend with benefits a mistress etc and it all being very demoralising, how
much does the average american make breaking down the - right on unfortunately everyone making the decisions in
congress earns over 100k per year they don t understand that what we are asking our citizens to pay to own shelter is
ridiculous and sucks up valuable capital and discretionary income that could be spend elsewhere, between the gender
lines the science of transgender - think of your most noticeable feature maybe it s your radiant smile or your long piano
playing fingers maybe it s your stellar jump shot or the way you recite shakespearean sonnets at the drop of a hat or maybe
it s your penchant for scientific knowledge but whatever it is for better, deadbeat parents who won t pay for the college
solution - it s very difficult to qualify as an independent student to be eligible for financial aid by living on your own if you are
under 24 won t qualify, 101 being offended stuff white people like - a subset of this post could be white people who get
offended by seemingly banal matters like waiting too long for a bus and threatening to write a strongly worded letter to the
powers that be
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